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April Fool

The Breeze

Darn It!

Madison Scene Of New Movie
Campus To Be Scene Of Military Highway

Authorities have recently released plans for a new highway that is to be built through the campus. As plans stand now, the highway will run through the middle of the quadrangle.

Due to Madison's non-interference in the Nation's progress, Wilson Hall will be the only stilled administration building in the world.

Highway commissioners were sorry to have to disrupt the college campus plans, but this highway is to be used exclusively for military convoys in case of war. Students will be disturbed by traffic only in time of war.

The highway is to run directly under Wilson Hall which will be raised up on columns—these columns will be constructed of limestone and will not detract from the architectural rest of the college. Raising Wilson will mean a few extra steps to third floor classes, but opportunities for physical conditioning are unlimited.

Students will be provided for student crossing of the highway and students are reminded that CALL DOWNS will be given for "highway cautioning.

Students are reminded that CALL DOWNS are still to be kept to a minimum and that the students body will enjoy their new transportation system as it cannot be with them next year, but they are all bus- ing up on a work-a-day job on working on a brand new, better seller, "How to Kill an Education."

Cannning Company Donates Delicacies

In commemoration of Madison's Fiftieth Anniversary, a large canning company of the South has donated $5,000 worth of snails as an anniversary present to our fair school. At a cost of $5,000 worth of snails as an anniversary present to our fair school. AtFiftieth Anniversary, a large canning company of the South has donated $5,000 worth of snails as an anniversary present to our fair school. At a cost of $5,000 worth of snails as an anniversary present to our fair school. At

Lost and Found

Lost: One set of false teeth found on one of the tables in Elslestone. Please collect.

Found: One dilapidated brownish toy tiger, with one ear gone, both eyes mutilated and a well-chewed tail.

Found: One badly torn Madison kerchief, and calmly blew his nose.

Due to Madison's non-interference in the Nation's progress, Wilson Hall will be the only stilled administration building in the world.

Highway commissioners were sorry to have to disrupt the college campus plans, but this highway is to be used exclusively for military convoys in case of war. Students will be disturbed by traffic only in time of war.

The highway is to run directly under Wilson Hall which will be raised up on columns—these columns will be constructed of limestone and will not detract from the architecture of the rest of the college. Raising Wilson will mean a few extra steps to third floor classes, but opportunities for physical conditioning are unlimited.

Students will be provided for student crossing of the highway and students are reminded that CALL DOWNS will be given for "highway cautioning."

The faculty hopes that the student body will enjoy their new transportation system as it cannot be with them next year, but they are all bus- ing up on a work-a-day job on working on a brand new, better seller, "How to Kill an Education."

Electronic Computer, Chester Replaces Head Of Department

Dr. J. Emmert Ikenberry, present head of the math depart- ment, has been directing hard meaningful staves at his biggest rival, "Chester," an electronic computer. Chester is in training to take over Emmert's position. In addition to his regular duties of explaining the principles of higher mathematics, Chester will hand out-for an extra quarter—a package of crackers, a coke, and home-work.

Wednesday, April 2
7:00 p.m.—legal disregard for all rules

Friday, April 3
10:00-11:00 a.m.—free coffee and donuts for all in tea room, compliments of Dr. Tolfert
1:00-3:00 p.m.—class on sleeping habits
1:00-4:00 p.m.—practical for above class

Faculty Mirror

Biggest Law Breaker
Dr. Elmer D. Dickerson

The One Most Likely
Dr. Elmer Smith

The One Most Likely To Spoil A Perfectly Good Semester
Mr. Sanders and his exam schedule

Nuisance
Dr. Cool

Most Frequently Found In Teasroom
Mr. Williams, Mrs. Harrison

Madison's Poet Laureate
Mrs. Coffman

Most Likely To Lose
Dr. Rollins

Most Likely To Misspell
Dr. Linnemann

A Word
Mrs. Hoffman

Cheese Duke of Raleigh
Dr. Glenn C. Miller

Springs
Dr. Curtis

Most Dynamic
Miss Walker

Manager of Don's Teasroom
Mr. Schub

Selected Caesar's Compatriot
Mr. Stewart

Free Passes

Free passes to the first 10 places in the registration line.

Joan Snell, Joan Flora, Mozelle ...
Dr. Hearn Discovers Cure
For All Campus Ailments

Madison College's own Dr. J. T. Hearn is expected to receive the "Noble Peace Surprise" for his work in discovering a sure cure for the flu and pneumonia. Dr. Hearn has saved many lives, as you may have noticed, for the past few years, Dr. Hearn has been working on a vaccine to remedy the trouble. His work is based on the theory that every person is at risk of catching the flu. But just as you may have heard, Dr. Hearn has been able to use the vaccine to cure the flu. Dr. Hearn has been successful in using the vaccine to cure the flu. For example, perhaps you have been aware of the school nurses taking more time to prepare the vaccine. What's more, Dr. Hearn has been kind enough to give his name to the vaccine. Dr. Hearn named it "Doly-vi-sol," a combination of doly and vi (vaccine).

Dr. J. T. Hearn is shown administering "Doly-vi-sol" to patient Aileen Savage who was on the roof of Burruss Hall sorting out computer parts. "Doly-vi-sol" is a combination of doly and vi (vaccine). Dr. Hearn named it "Doly-vi-sol," a combination of doly and vi (vaccine). Dr. Hearn named it "Doly-vi-sol," a combination of doly and vi (vaccine).

Mensela Measels
Week's Personality

Mensela Measels

Student Council, with the urging of the Student Body, is revising the proming Best Seller, the 1959-60 Student Handbook. Here is a preview of their suggestions:

The swing in back of The Jungle. There are no "off-limits." They may be on the main campus. The time will be 6:30 upon permission from the Chairman of the Social Committee. The clause "no bitches" has been added to the smoking rule, which now is immediately proceeded "Cars on Campus." A man may be off campus three nights a week, may date four nights a week, and may spend one night a week off campus for church services. This makes a fairly full week, but they desire it.

The ruder formal restrictions on campus have been liberalized. It is now permissible to serve tea or fruit punch. Standards requests that a square knot be used to tie the scarf in covering your pincurls at breakfast.

Coffee Hours have been liberalized. It is now permissible to serve tea or fruit punch. Standards requests that a square knot be used to tie the scarf in covering your pincurls at breakfast.

Dr. Wells; Mrs. Lockard will play a square knot be used to tie the scarf in covering your pincurls at breakfast.

The Fire Chief has announced that bells will be set off, Doctor's Day, and the Echo. The Fire Chief has announced that bells will be set off, Doctor's Day, and the Echo. The Fire Chief has announced that bells will be set off, Doctor's Day, and the Echo. The Fire Chief has announced that bells will be set off, Doctor's Day, and the Echo.

In order to simplify the distribution and collection of linen, pillow cases will be given out the first and fourth Mondays, green the second and fifth Mondays. It will be a well done off-season if sheets and cases do not match. Madison's representative to G. I. A. S. conference will be chosen the next tapping assembly. The purpose of this group is to publish a ghastly sheet.

Send The Breeze Home, Chicken

Pebble Blue Ribbon

Pebble Blue Ribbon